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Dear colleagues, 

Worldwide Napier, the magazine in foreign languages designed by language students to  

encourage language studies, is currently looking for contributions in French, German and 

Spanish for its fifth issue, desirably on [changing] places, our next issue main focus. For 

instance, articles about the following aspects: 

➢ Migration 

➢ Tourism 

➢ One’s place in society & social mobility 

➢ Protecting conserving and restoring our heritage/our planet 

➢ Sites of memory 

➢ Off the beaten track places of interest 

➢ Setting up a business abroad 

➢ Links between Edinburgh/the place you are studying and French/German/Spanish- 

speaking countries  

➢ Etc. 

In our inclusive spirit, we are inviting your students - whether they are from secondary schools, 

colleges or other universities - to write an article individually or collaboratively (e.g. by more 

than one author) in the language(s) they are currently studying. 

If your students are willing to write on another topic, we will still consider their contribution(s), 

provided that we find them of interest. To be published, articles must have reached our quality 

standards. We are happy to adjust these expectations according to your students’ background 

and help them in the writing process if necessary. 

The submission deadline is the 1 March 2020. If this deadline is too challenging, don’t be put 

off, just let us know. The magazine will be published by the end of April and will be available in 

digital and hard copy format, distributed for free in Scottish schools, Edinburgh cafés and 

cultural institutions. 

If you are interested and want to submit a title for an article or just want to know more, please 

do not hesitate to contact me at s.blanche@napier.ac.uk 

We look forward to having you on board! 

Link to previous issues. 

Yours sincerely, 

 
Sylvain Blanche, 

Associate Lecturer in Languages at Edinburgh Napier University 
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